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Abstract—This paper states the research done in building a 
Wildfire Propagation Simulation tool able to present graphically, 
how the fire will be propagated in case of a wildfire. The core 
of this tool was developed using Cellular Automata (CA) relayed 
on mathematical foundations for modeling the propagation and 
the transition rules of the CA. Also, the mathematical model 
was combined with a geographical information system provided 
by Google Maps API, allowing to conduct a simulation that 
considers the kind and density of vegetation in a specific zone 
of interest. Finally, we define and perform a full simulation 
providing information for managing and predicting wildfires and, 
the future works derived from this research. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, wildfires are considered a global phenomenon 
that affects not only the forest area but also the whole ecosys
tem (human lives, wildlife, vegetation, physical infrastructures, 
etc.). According to Matthew P. Thompson Dave and E. Calkin 
in "Uncertainty and risk in Wildland fire management: A 
review"[l], beyond the unpredictability of wildfire behavior, 
one of the most sources of uncertainty is generated for inaccu
rate and missing data and incomplete scientific understanding 
of fire behavior. Due to this fact, the research in this area has 
been growing in the last years. 

Moreover, in recent years, many countries have been af
fected by wildfires generating substantial economic losses 
and even the loss of animals and human lives. Catastrophes 
like the California wildfire in December of 2017 [2] and 
the wildfires that have been affected Portugal during the last 
decade [3] made as to realize that we need to study and 
develop strategies for preventing, controlling and managing 
this type of emergencies. 

Currently, many researchers have been working on how 
to predict and determine the propagation of fire inside the 
forest using a lot of environmental and composition variables 
according to the study zone [4], [5], [6]. Thus, as an extension 
in this topic, we present in this paper a wildfire propagation 
simulation tool, using cellular automata and Geographical 
Information systems (GIS) for modeling and showing the 
wildfire propagation with the aim of providing relief agency 
of a tool that can be used in ambient environments and allow 
safeguarding the surrounding cities. The simulation tool is the 
first piece of a set of work items with the aim to build and 

deploy a full stack of components that allow to monitor and 
predict fires. 

This paper is divided into six sections. Section II covers all 
state of the art about the concepts and technologies used for 
building the simulation tool. Section III focuses on providing 
the mathematical foundations for making the cellular automata 
used in this work. In section IV, we present the simulation 
environment, providing information about the variables that 
the simulation tool uses and the algorithm developed. Section 
V is dedicated to showing the results and tests of the tested 
simulation. Finally, section VI states the discussions about the 
effects and the future works on this topic. 

II. STATE OF THE ART 

In this section, we overview the literature about wildfires 
model simulation and different topics considered into the 
scope of this paper. 

A. Cellular Automata 

Let's assume that we can see the earth's surface from above, 
and we can separate them into multiple rows and columns, i.e., 
we create a matrix with m *n elements. If we call each of 
these elements a cell, we will have, on the surface, m*n cells. 
Each cell will have a coordinate (x, y) in a Cartesian space 
or similar, depending on the coordinates used in the GIS or 
in the surface system to model. In our case, it will be GPS 
Location using Google maps (latitude/longitude). 

A cellular automata (CA) is a mathematical model that 
evolution through discrete events in a dynamic system [7] 
using a net or matrix with n elements. At each location on 
the network, each cell has a state, and the state of the cell 
in the following time transition will depend on this state and 
the states of the cells in the neighborhood. A CA has the 
following properties: 

• Infrastructure: The network dimension can be like (ECA, 
Elementary Cellular Automata, a cell line), or (a two-
dimensional network or "grid") or higher. The cells are 
usually rectangular or square, but they can also have other 
topologies but with finite dimension. 

• Cell states: S is a finite non-empty set of states. Every 
cell in the CA has one state S. 

• Cell's neighborhood: Each cell will have a neighborhood 
scheme so that the next state, cell state will depend on its 



current state and the states of the cells belonging to that 
neighborhood, fig. 1 shows the Von Neumann and Moore 
neighborhoods for two dimensions, those generally used 
in CA models for the simulation of the extent of forest 
fires. 

Von Neumann 

Fig. 1. Schemes of Cells used in a Cellular Automata 

• Transition States Rule: f rule is applied locally to each 
cell, so that the cell state changes in each discrete step of 
the transition and that next state depends on the current 
cell state and the current state of the cells in its neighbor
hood. Thus, S(i)J-)(£ + l) = f(S{iJ)(t), Sneighbor{iJ)(t)). 
All the CA cells will apply, locally, the function / , so 
that at time (t + 1) the global configuration of the CA 
will be the set of the states of each cell of the CA at 
instant (£ + 1). 

B. Fire Simulation Models 

Considering the CA as the basic model (Van Neumann and 
Moore), the different algorithm to model wildfires are going 
since a simple simulation where they don't take into account 
variables like the land topography, wind speed, elevation of 
the zone (uphill or downhill) until some very complexity that 
indeed those considering changes of states in discrete events 
and kind of vegetation. Among them are: 

• Quarterie [8], It's a very simple model that uses the 
neighborhood of Moore, four states per cell, the transition 
rule (p) depends on how many cells are burning and 
unfortunately the model does not include meteorological 
and topographical variables. 

• Ljiljana [9], Model a little more complex because this 
incorporates variables of CORINE Land Cover1 to adapt 
Geographical Information System (GIS) to the model. 

• Karafyllidis [10], It uses weighting factors to simulate 
the slope of the terrain and wind speed and direction. This 
is based on a neighborhood of Moore and The initial state 
of each cell depends on the burned area of the cell with 
respect to its total area. It starts from a matrix in which, 
to each cell, this initial state is assigned, depending on 
the conditions of the terrain. 

• Yassemi [11], A complex model that uses real-time 
weather and topographic variables together with a ge

ometrically tuned state transition rule, applying it to a 
GIS-based simulation. 

• Lopes [12] , Very complex model with two variants, 
simple and complex, with the advantage of real-time data 
and the ability to use the simulator for small areas or for 
predicting large areas. 

• Alexandridis [13], Model to calculate fire in surface with 
GIS and spotting effect (Generating new ignition points 
away from the perimeter of advance of the fire due to 
falling material burning out of the perimeter area, which 
have been transported by convection currents created by 
the fire). 

Hence, the models start from a CA by varying their geomet
ric layout, but, they include topographic and meteorological 
information, there are even some that have a simulator to 
perform several practices with regard to fires [14]. 

C. Geographical Information System (GIS) 

The use of meteorological and topographical variables help 
to get a better precision in how it will be the fire propagation. 
In our case, we obtain the following: 

• Latitude (lat), longitude (long), and land elevation are 
obtained using the Google Maps API [15]. 

• Wind speed and direction in a specific lat/long point is 
obtained using Weather API2 

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

In 2008, Alexandridis et al.[13] presented a mathematical 
model to predict or infer wildfires with a specific studied case: 
"Spetses Island in 1990", the accuracy about this model was 
around 98% compared to the historical map of the island. In 
the model, it considers the following factors: 

• Moore neighborhood 
• Kind of vegetation: The vegetable fuel is what will burn, 

it has chemical characteristics that will determine the 
amount of heat released in its combustion. 

• Density of vegetation: The distribution of each type of 
vegetation on each unit area of land, whether measured 
in density, either in a number of trees or shrubs per unit 
area, will depend on how the spread of fire. 

• Vegetation humidity: Quantity of humidity that contains 
the fuel. 

• Wind speed and direction 
• Land topography: In this variable is considered: elevation 

of each cell, terrain barriers (rivers, street, rocks, etc) 

A. Cellular automata with Moore 

A two-dimensional network is used that covers a geograph
ical area of the study. Each cell represents a specific point of 
lat/long in square meters. Moore neighborhood consists of a 
central cell with its 8 neighbors and as shown in fig. 2. In 
the same way, the arrows represent the possible propagation 
directions depending on the central cell. 

https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/clc-2000-vector-6 2http s ://openweathermap .org/ap i 

https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/clc-2000-vector-6


Fig. 2. Schemes of Cells used in a Cellular Automata 

B. Cell states 

Each cell has a finite number of states, which evolves in 
discrete time. Possible states are: 

• 1. The cell does not contain vegetable fuel and, therefore, 
it can not burn. 

• 2. It contains fuel (vegetation) that has not ignited. 
• 3. It contains burning vegetation. 
• 4. It contains vegetation that has burned completely 

C. State transition rules 

In each simulation step t (the steps are discrete time), given 
the cell (i,j), then: 

• Rule 1: If state of (i, j , t) = 1, then state of (i, j,t+l) = 
1. That is, the state of the cells that do not contain fuel 
will always remain the same, since these cells can not 
burn. 

• Rule 2: If state of (i, j , t) = 3, then state of (i, j , t +1) = 
4. That is, if the cell burns in the current step of the 
simulation, the next time step will be considered burned. 

• Rule 3: If the state of (i,j,t) = 4, then state of (i,j,t + 
1) = 4. That is, if the cell is burned, in the next step 
remains the same. 

• Rule 4: If state of (i,j,t) = 3, then state of (i ± l,j ± 
l,t + 1) = 3, with a certain probability of fire. That is, 
at time t we consider the central cell (i,j). 

D. Propagation calculation 

The probability (Pbum) that each cell is burning, is given 
by the equation 1 [13], [16]: 

Pbum — -MD(1 4" Pveg)\i- + Pden) * P'uu * P( ele (1) 

Where, 

• The Po factor is empirically developed by Alexandridis, 
which indicates the probability that a neighboring cell is 
burning and garment in the next step of the simulation un
der conditions of absence of fire and elevation difference 
between the central cell and neighboring. (P0 = 0.58) 

Vegetation density (Pden)- It can have the values of 
(limited = -0.4, medium = 0, high = 0.3) [13] 
Kind of vegetation (Pveg). It depends on the kind of 
vegetation in the zone. 
Wind speed (Pw). 6 is the angle between the direction 
of propagation of the fire (the direction in which the 
neighboring cell has been with respect to the center) and 
the wind direction. Let V be the wind speed. Then, the 
factor P,„ is modeled as: 

where, 

Pw = exp(ciV)ft 

ft = exp(Vc2(cosO — 1)) 

(2) 

(3) 

And, c\,C2 are constants defined empirically by Alexan
dridis [13] with values of 0.045 and 0.131 respectively. 
Land elevation (Peie)- Fire spreads faster if it goes uphill 
than downhill. To model, this phenomenon is considered 
the difference in height between the center cell and the 
neighboring cell to which the fire can spread. Let E\ be 
the elevation of the neighboring cell and E2 the elevation 
of the central cell. So, 

Peie = exp(aOs) (4) 

So, a is constant with value of 0.078 [13]. 
6 S has different formula according give cells disposed 
adjacent or diagonal. So, if the cells are adjacent (0°, 
90°, 180°, 270°), es is: 

0 S = arctan( 
Pi — Po 

(5) 

Or, if the cells are diagonal (45°, 135°, 225°, 315°) is: 

0 S = arctan( Pi — P2 

k/2 
(6) 

And, / is the distance between those two cells. 

IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

In this section, we detail the simulation environment like 
the algorithm used to calculate the propagation using cellular 
automata, the use of Google maps API to get lat, long, and 
elevation of each point in the studied surface. Also, how the 
density and kind of vegetation of a coverage area can affect 
to the wildfire propagation and so on. 

A. GIS data 

The first step in the simulation is getting the Google Tile3 

and to set the different Cartesian plane of each one of them 
with matrices. So, Using Google maps API [15], to get a 
specific monitoring zone as shown in fig. 3, to predict wildfires 
in this area. Although, how the monitoring area affects the 
simulation is out of the scope of this paper. 

Using a central point (lat = 40.136693, long = 
—8.693093) to get an image that contains 5x5 Google Tile of 

3https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/coordinates 

https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/javascript/coordinates


GOOgle Maps Field Ejploratior RGB (63, 89, 42} 
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Fig. 3. Monitoring area of the simulation 

256px*256px each one, i.e., each Google Tile is a subsection 
of our final image as shown in fig. 4. 
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O 
Each pixel will be a position 
in a "Matrix {256x256}" by 

Google Tile 

Each Cell Contain 

GIS 

Latitude, Longitude, 
Elevation 

Fig. 4. Model to assemble the various matrices involved in the simulation 

B. Kind and Density of Vegetation 

To get these values in a specific zone, we use each Google 
Tile image; depending on the position lat/long in Google maps, 
this position is transformed to (x, y) position in an image 
(256x256)px. Then, RGB Color is obtained in (x, y) position 
to send it to a RGB Sorter. As shown in the fig. 5 

Fig. 5. RGB Color Sorter using the position in the Google Tile image 

So, State can be four values (1 : Free, 2 : Vegetable -
Fuel, 3 : Burning, 4 : Burned). This state is used in each 
matrix and count simulation step through time. 

C. Distance between lat/long points 

This value (/) is used in the equations 5 and 6 to calculate 
@s, and, to get the value of Pe¡e. But, before to use the 
distance formula derived from the Pythagorean theorem, it has 
to transform (x,y) or (lat/long) position to meters. 

We use the globalMercator4 (Google Tile) class to do this 
transformation, This class use conversion given (lat/long) in 
WGS84 Datum to XY in Spherical Mercator EPSG:900913. 

D. Starting point fire 

Before to start the simulation, first, we have to 
set the starting point fire using the Google Maps 
API, as shown in fig. 6. Also, In this location 
(40.13611883734981,-8.693508742397285) using the 
Weather API, we get in real-time the wind speed and 
direction (speed : 5.7m/s, direction : 310°). 

E. Algorithm 

In this section, we introduce a brief description of the 
algorithm used in each step of the simulation, as shown in 
Algorithm 1. The main function receives certain parameters 
that are obtained before, for which it assumes the following: 

. The RGB Color for each Google Tile image cell is got. 

. All matrices are configured with latitude, longitude and 
elevation for each one Google Tile. 

• The starting point fire has been set. 

V. RESULTS 

In this section, we present the simulation and how the 
fire propagation goes through a coverage area. In the fig. 6, 
It is shown as is the spread of fire, from a starting point 
until it gradually expands. The initial data are: latitude —> 
40.13611883734981, longitude ->• -8.693508742397285, 
wind speed —> 7.7m/s, wind direction —> 340° and Google 
Tile -4- (124741 -99112) 

4http://www.maptiler.org/google-maps-coordinates-tile-bounds-projection/ 

http://www.maptiler.org/google-maps-coordinates-tile-bounds-projection/


ALGORITHM 1: Get the neighboring cells in a position 

Input: latitude, longitude, windSpeed, windDegree, step 
Output: An array of cells representing the neighbors at position 

(latitude, longitude), with information for each cell: 
(idmesh) —̂  Identify which mesh you are working with, 
(degree) —̂  Which neighbor cell has been calculated, 
(x,y) —̂  Position in the Google Tile Image, 
(Iat, long) —̂  Position in Google Maps, (ele) —̂  
Elevation in lat/long position, (RGB) —̂  RGB Color 
considered in the calculation, (Tilex,Tiley) —̂  Which 
Google Tile has been considered in the calculation, 
(Step) —̂  In which discrete event was considered that 
cell, (Pbum) —̂  What is the probability that cell is on 
fire, (State) —̂  State of this cell. 

neighborhood = []; 
gn = GlobalMercator(); 

gn.GoogleTileFromLatLong(latitude,longitude,zoom=18); 
idmesh = getIdMeshMatrizbyTile(í¿/eK, tiley); 
valuecenterx, center x, valuecentery, center y = 

getPositionImgLatLong(latitude,longitude,zoom=18); 
TiiezerS center x j ''^eZerS center y — 

gn.LatLonToMeters(/aí = value center•„., Ion = value Centery)\ 
P0 = 0.58; 
a = 0.078; 
d = 0.045; 
c2 = 0.131; 
Position for each Cell; 
oDegreex = center x 

4fjDegreex = center 
center 

1; 

- 1; 

1; oDegreey = centery; 
- 1; 4fjDegreey = centery -
$oDegreey = center y — 1; 

= center x + 1; 135 Degreey = center % 

= center x + 1; 190 Degreey = center y; 
= centerx + 1; 225 Degreey = centery + 1; 
= centerxl 270Degreey = centery + 1; 
= centerx — 1; 3i$Degreey = centery + 1; 

135-De^ree, 
iso-De^ree, 
225-De^ree, 
270-De^ree, 
315-De^ree, 
repeat 

mx,my —̂  Values in meters for each cell, using the 
globalMercator class; 

radio —̂  Calculation of the distance between the center cell 
with each one neighborhood cell; 

Pden and P^e£, —̂  Depends on the RGB Sorter; 
-P™ —̂  Weather API (Wind Speed and Direction); 
PeZe —̂  We obtain the elevation of the cells, and calculate the 

distance / between these two points; 
Pim™ —̂  The probability of a cell is on fire, using lat, long, 

and elevation of each cell. Even, the RGB Color in that 
position; 

if State - - 2 then 
When a cell has vegetable fuel. It is checked if that cell 

can be turned (fire) 
else 

if State ==3 then 
This cell is burning and It has to change the state to 

burned. 
else 

Cell is not considered in the simulation step because it 
doesn't have vegetable fuel or was burned before. 

end 
end 

until Each cell in a different position has been evaluated] 

This is for each position, but, it is important to say that if the fire goes beyond 
the limits of a Google Tile, new matrices must be evaluated based on a new 
latitude and longitude. 

Fig. 6. Simulation progress 

In fig. 7, a console is shown in the application, to know 

how the points and the different states are calculated (Free, 

Vegetation Fuel , burning, Burned) . 

Console: 

STEP IN THE SIMULATION • - •« • "— 

{I at/lng): 40.136123593567645,-8.693506121635439 

Point (xty) in the imager of GMAPS: 143,149 

Angle of the Cell: 0* 

Angle of Propagation: 340° 

Probability of Bum: 1.3895504957399631 

Burned: true - Zone Burning 

RGB Color evaluated in the calculation: 76.B5.63 

{lat/lng): 40.136123583567645,-6.693511486053469 
Point (x/y) in the imagen of GMAPS: 143.14S 

Angle of the Cell: 45f l 

Angle of Propagation: £95* 

Probability of Bum: 0,6292425511226356 

Burned: true - Zone Burning 

RGB Color evaluated in the calculation: 66,77,60 

Fig. 7. Console to see how it goes the simulation progress 

Maybe , in the fig. 6 cannot visualize very wel l 

how it goes the propagat ion, for this reason, in 

fig. 8, it shows the matr ix for the Google Tile 



(124741 - 99112) with the main points of lat/long in 
(0,0) - • (40.136890695345905,-8.694305419921877), 
(0,255) -+ (40.136890695345905,-8.692932128906252), 
(255,0) - • (40.13584079730779,-8.692932128906252) and 
(255,255) -+ (40.13584079730779,-8.694305419921877). 

Zone: 124741-99112 

Fig. 8. Google Tile pixel mesh (124741-99112) 

The fig. 9 shows different information about cells, e.g., 
The center cell is in (x : 125, y : 180) with (lat : 
40.13622014309218, long : -8.693339824676515) and this 
cell was processed in the step = 30 and in that moment is 
burning. Also, It presents the neighborhood of this center cell 
where 3 —> burned in the step = 29, 2 —> burning in the 
step = 30 and 3 —> Free, where the simulation will go in the 
next step depending on the wind direction. 

Neighborhood of a cell: 

X! 121. Till 79 X:124,Y:1S0 
Li t : 4O.136225507S1021 Lat: 40.13622550751021 

Lng: -3.5533451 B9W4545 Lng. -3.69 J333324676515 
Stap: 2S Stap: 30 

StatuB: Burned Status: Burning 

X:125.Yi1T9 X:125,Y:180 
Lat! 40.13622314309218 Lat: 43.13622314309218 

Lng: -B.SS3345109094545 Lng: -3.691333324676515 
Step: 29 Step: 30 

Status: Burned Status: Burring 

X:126.Y1179 X:126,Y:1S0 
Lat: 40.13621477867415 Lat: 43.13621477867415 

Lng: -S.8B3345109094545 Lng: -B.69333932467S515 
Step: 29 Step: 30 

Status: Burned Status: Burning 

X: 124. Till 81 
Lab 4O.13622550751021 

Lng: -B.SD333446925B136 
Step: NO 

Status: FREE 

JC125.YÍ1S1 
Lab 40.13622914309218 

Lng: .3.693334460258486 
Step: NO 

Status: FREE 

X:126.Y1181 
Lab 40.13621477367415 

Lng: -B.6D333446025S136 
Step: NO 

Status: FREE 

Fig. 9. Neighborhood of the cell (40.13622014309218,-8.693339824676515) 

Similarly, in fig. 10, the number of points per state that are 
being processed in the simulation is shown., e.g., (Free = 
63938, Burning = 90, Burned = 1478) that represents the 
(97.61%, 0.14%, 2.26%) respectively of the area defined by 
the Google Tile (24741 - 99112). 

The fig. 11 shows in that direction is the spread of fire 
through the forest, in this case, it is 315° and 45° with respect 

Zone Burning -

Coverage Area 

Zona FREE : 6396fl (B7 61%J 

Coverage Area 
Zone Burning ; 90(0.14%) 

Coverage Area 
Zone Burned : 1478 (2.26%) 

Fig. 10. Progress of the simulation (Number of points per state) 

to the central point. This behavior can also be seen in fig. 8. 

Wind Direction vs. Zone 
Free and Burned 

) 27D° 

Zone FREE 

Zone Burned 

Fig. 11. Evaluation of where the fire tends to go 

Finally, fig. 12 shows the step-by-step simulation process, 
indicating how many cells it evaluates in each step and 
generates a state for those cells. 

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

The purpose of creating a tool that allows evaluating the 
behavior of the fire in exteriors and even interiors (Future 
work), presents an opportunity for the governmental agencies 
in charge of this type of emergencies. The main idea about 
this prototype is knowing which areas could be affected in a 
forest fire and act immediately, as well as to identify the safe 
areas so firefighters can leave their belongings without fear 
that they may be victims of the fire. Besides, we are working 
on the implementation of a sensor network that allows us to 
monitor a specific area of a forest, and thus can more easily 
foresee the behavior of fires, because it will be possible to 
obtain information in real-time from a possibly affected area. 

A critical point in the simulation process to improve is the 
RGB sorter, because depending on the RGB Color will be 
the value for Pden, Pveg and State, for this reason, currently, 
we are working to improve the RGB sorter using the work 
of Branson et al. [17], where they classify kind of trees with 
different images of Google Maps. 



Events 
Step by step 

Zone FREE Zone Burned Zone Burning 

Fig. 12. Number of cells calculated in each step by simulation 
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